
The Buddh isi Sects.

INthe first portion of this art.icle I gave the names of IS sects that existed
before the Third Council. The commentary on the Kathiivatthu states
that huring the period which intervened between the Third Council

and the compilation of Pali Commentaries there arose six new sects from those
18 sects. They were: I. Hernavatakas, z. Rajagirikas, 3. Siddhatthikas,
4. Pubbaseliyas, 5. Aparaseliyas and 6. Vajiriyas. The list given above is
from the Southern Records; the Northern Records which are later than the
former, have somewhat different lists. In the Nikiiyiivalambana-sa.stra (Origin,
and Doctrines of Early Buddhist Schools),' written by the Elder Vasumitra,
(who lived about 140 A.D.), appears the following list of the sects:

Sthaviras.
I

I
Haimavatas 6.
Dharmaguptikas 7.
Kasyapiyas 8.
Sankrantivadins or Sautrantikas g.
Hetuvadins or Sarvastivadins 10.

Mahasatighlkas.
I
I

1-' I
r. Ekavyavaharikas 5. Bahusrutiyas
2. Lokottaravadins 6. Caitikas or Caityasailas
3. Kukkulikas or Kaukkutikas 7. Aparasailas
4. Prajfiaptivadins 8. Uttarasailas

With reference to this list Dr. E. ]. Thomas says: "This is essentially
the same list with additions. The Lokottaravadas are real Mahasanghikas,
and the two last schools here added, may be Aparaseliyas and Pubbaseliyas
mentioned as late schools by the Kathavatthu commentator. Bhavya and'
the rest have Purvasailas for Uttarasailas, The Gokulikas have become
Kaukkutikas, Kukkulikas, and even Kaurukullakas," (p. 288, History oj
B1Uldhist Tho1fght).

Here Dr. Thomas mentions the name of Bbavya.! Mrs. Rhys Davids
writes in her Prefatory Notes (p. xxxix): "Finally we have the account given

L See p. 109, •• Origin of Mahayana Buddhism" by Dr. R Kimura. University
of Calcutta Publication, ~9Z7, and note I, p. 33 of" History of Buddhist Thought."

2. The full list is found only in the Prefatory Notes to the "Points of Controver!>y'"
by Mrs. Rhys Davids.

3. None of these au thors gives his date.

I.
I

Vatslputriyas
Sammitiyas
Bhadrayaniyas
Dharrnottariyas
Channagarikas

2.

3·
4·
5·
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by Bhavya in a work on the Schools, also known to us from a Tibetan source.!
This is in substantial agreement with Vasurnitra's, but Bhavya is less con-
cerned to locate the successions in successive centuries. He simply starts
with one great schism in' Dharmasoka's reign, 160 years after the Parinibbana,'
and states that, after that, all the remaining sixteen secessions took place
gradually. Among these, the Kukkulikas are dropped from the Mahasanghika
offspring, and Channagarikas from that of the Sthaviras, The number
eighteen is made up by reintroducing the Mahasanghikas, and by insertion of
a Sanskritized form of the Vibhajjavadins." Note on the same: "3. I take
this from \V. \V: Rockhill's, The Life of the Buddhn (from Tibetan works),
London, 1884, p. 181, f."

Following is Bhavya's list :-.
Sthaviras

I.
2.

or Haimavatas.
6. Dharmottariyas
7. Bhadrayaniyas
8. Sammitiyas
<). Mahisasakas

10. Dharrnaguptakas
KiiSyapiyns or Saddharmavarshakas.

Mahasatighikas.
4·
5·
6.

3·
4·
5·

Sarvastivadins
San kranti vadins or Uttariyas
Vibhajyavadins
Hetuvidyas
Vat 51pll t riyas

II.

1.

2.
3·

Ekavyavaharikas
Lokottara vadins
Bahusrutiyas

Prajfiaptivadins
Caityikas
Purvasailas

7. Avarasailas.
Cause of Secession.

Dr. N alinaksha Dutt states (in his Euoluiio« of the Schools of Buddhisni.:
p. 232): "'The principal objective of the Mahasanghikas in seceding from the
main body of orthodox Buddhists becomes apparent to us by a glance at the
subject matter of the rules regarding which they differed and the doctrines
which they turned to profess. To put it in a nutshell, they wanted to have
an amount of latitude and freedom regarding certain of their actions which
the strictness and narrowness of orthodoxy was not ready to allow, and to carry
into their organization and general governance a democratic spirit which set
at nought what appeared to them an unreasoning servility to the monastic
authorities, which could not be supported in a reasonable management of the
monasteries. The exclusive power and privileges which by lapse of time the
arahats came to claim for themselves at the expense of the bhikkhus of lower
order were looked.upon by the Mahasanghikas as a reappearance in a different

3. None of these authors gives his date.
4. "Early History of the Spread of Buddhism and the Buddhist Schools" Luzac

& Co., 1925. In the second portion of the same he has given the title as " The Evolution
of the Schools of Buddhism."
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garb of the selfish exclusiveness of the brahrnanas, against which the rise of
Buddhism was, as it were, a revolt. To yield to this meant but to yield to the
same evil which the brahmanas wanted to perpetuate and the Buddhists
wanted to eradicate. It ' was in this sort of logic that the Mahasanghikas
found a justification for their conduct and it is upon this that they found the
force which could unite them into a body. The first to begin the campaign
against the above tendencies of the arahats came naturally from the monks
belonging to a clan which was noted throughout its existence for its demo-
cratic spirit, oiz., the Vajjians."

Later on four of these sects, including the two original main sects, became
prominent and all other sects were considered as their branches. Those
prominent sects were:

1. Sthaviravadins
2. Mahasanghikas
3. Sarvastivadius and
4. Sarnmitiyas.

The Mahavyutpatti," a Sarvastivadin work, and Vinitadeva's Bhikshu-
varshiigrapricclu7/' have the following list :-

1. Subdivisions of the Mahasanghikas are:
(3) Hairnavatas
(41 Lokottaravadins

(:)) Prajfiaptivadins.

of the Sarvasttvadins are:
(4) Dharrnaguptas
(5) Bahusruttyas
(6) Tamrasatlyas

(7) Vibhajyavadins.

3. Subdivisions of the Sammitiyas are:
(1) Kaurukullakas (2) Avantikas

(3) Vatsiputriyas.
4. Subdivisions of the Sthaviras arc:

(1) Mahaviharavasins (2) Abhavagirivasins
(3) Jetavanavasins.

These four main sects have used separate languages for their sacred texts.
The language used by the Sarvastivadins was Sanskrit; that' Of the Maha-
sanghikas was Prakrit ; the Sammitiyas used Apabhramsa and the Sthaviras
Paisaci, This statement is according to the Northern tradition. We all

(1)
(2)

Purvasailas
Aparasailas

(1)
(:2 )

(3)

2. Subdivisions
Mulasarvasti vadins
Kasyaplyas
~lahisasakas

5. The text in Devanagart is published in Russia, 1887. Dr. Thomas mentions
a .ater edition of the same by I. 1'. Minaev and N. D. Mironov. St.' Petersburg, 19IT.

6. I cite Vinrtadevas statements from Dr. Kimura's, O.M.B. (=Origin of Maha-
yana Buddhism) and Busrons History of Buddhism. They have taken them from Chinese
sources. Vin itarle va lived in the 8th cen tury A.D. (p. 7, O.M.n.).
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know that Pali is the language that was used by the Theravadins, but nowhere
in the N. Records do we find this name. With reference to this matter Mr. N_
Dutt states: "Cosma Korosi and Wassiljew furnish us with the information
that the Theravadins preserved their literature in the Paisaci dialect. Prof,
Konow places the home of Paisaci at· Ujjayini or more properly, about the
Vindhya mountains. He also points out that Pali closely agrees with Paisaci,
Sir G. Grierson holds the view as well that Pali is a literary form of Paisaci,
but does not agree with Prof. Konow regarding th~ home of the dialect; he is
of opinion that its place of origin was in the North-West at and near Taksasila,
and states that the dialect very probably passed from the North-West to'
Rajaputana up to the Konkan coast. .. The close resemblance that sub-
sist between Paisaci and Pali may be seen by a glance at the two passages,.
mentioned below, one in Paisaci and the other its Pali rendering:

Paisaci rKumarapala-carita) :-
Pannana rachiyii gununithina mnila anaiiiia /mii1iena cinietabbam mala-

nadi-uerino kilia vijetabba.
Its Pali rendering :-
Pa1'inanain riijinii gU1Janidhinii ra1iiia anann(lp'unnena cintetabbara madarui:

diverino keki »ijetabbo:" (p. :~59, Schools of Buddnism).
This is not the' place to discuss the origin of Pali or the various views of

scholars on this subject. HereI intended only to show why Northerners call
the language of the Theravadins ' Paisacl.' and the similarity existing between
Paisaci and Pali,

Further details of the four prominent sects given in Bustori's History
are: (p. 99, f.).

1. Sarvasttvadins.
Their patron saint was Rahula-bhadra of the Kshatriya caste, renowned

for his devotion to the Discipline. Their language was Sanskrit. They wore
a robe which had from 25 to 29 pieces; and their badges were a lily, a lotus,
a Jewel; and a leaf of a tree.

2. Mahasanghikas.
Their preceptor was Mahakasyapa, a Brahman, great in his practice of

12 virtues of an ascetic (dhutangas). Their language was Prakrit : they
.wore robes which had from 23 to 27 pieces, and their badge was a conch-shell.

. •. 3. Sammitiyas
Their teacher was Upali of the Sudra caste, great in his observance of the

Vinaya. Their language was Apabhramsa. The number of the pieces on their
mantles was from 21 to 25, and their badge was a Sorcika flower.

4. Sthaviras.
Their chief preceptor was Katyayana of the Vaisya caste, renowned for

his converting the borderland. They spoke an intermediate dialect and the
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number of pieces of their robes and their badge were known to be similar to
those of the Sammitiyas.

Further he states: "According to some the language of the Maha-
sanghikas was the intermediate dialect, that of the Sammitiyas was the
Prakrit, and that of the Sthaviras=-the Apabhrarnsa."

l-tsing, the famous Chinese pilgrim of the 7th century, also defines four
main schools. In the Introduction to his" Records of Buddhist Practices"
Dr. ]. Takakusu summarises his statements on the Buddhist Schools as
follows :7 .

"The Result of l-tsing's Description of the Buddhist Schools" CUi.
67I-695).

The eighteen schools of' Buddhism under the four principal heads

1. The .A.rya-Mahasanghika-nikaya.

(I) Seven subdivisions. (2) The Tripitaka in 300,000 slokas, (3) It
is in practice in Magadha (C. India) ; a few in Lata and Sindhu (W. India);
a few in N. and S. India. Side by side with the other schools in E. India.
Rejected in Ceylon. Lately introduced into the islands of Southern Sea
(Sumatra, Java, &c.). Some followers in Shen-si (W. China).

2. The Arya-Stbavira-nikaya.

(I) Three subdivisions. (2) The Tripitaka in 300,000 slokas. (3)
Almost all belong to it in S. India; it is in practice in Magadha (C. India).
All belong to this in Ceylon. A few in Lata and Sindhu (W. India). Side
by. side with the other schools in E. India. (Not in N. India). Lately
introduced into the islands of the Southern Sea, (not in China).

3. The Arya-Miilasarvastivada-nikaya.

(I) Four subdivisions:

(a). The Mulasarvastivada School.
(b) The Dharmagupta School.
(c) The Mahisasaka School.
(d) The Kasyaplya School.

(3) The Tripitaka in '300,000 slokas, (4) Most flourishing in Magadha
(c. India) ; almost all belong to this in N. India. A few in Lata and Sindhu
and in S. India. Side by side with the others in E. India. Three subdivisions
(b), (c), (d) are not found in India proper, but some followers in Udyana,
Kharacar, and Kustana (not in Ceylon). Almost all belong to this in the
islands of Southern Sea. A few in Champa (Cochin China). (b) is found in

7· "A Record of the Buddhist Religien as practised in India and the Malay Archi-
pelago." (A.D. 67I-695) by I-tsing. Translated into English by .T- Takak usu , B.A., Ph.D.
Clarendon Press. oxford , T 896.
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E. China and in Shen-si (W. China). (n), (b), (c), (d) flourishing in the south
of the Yang-tsekiang in Kwang-tung and Kwan-si inS. China.

4. The Arya-Samrnitlya-nlkaya.

(1) F our subdivisions. (2) Tripitaka in 200,000 slokas ; the Vinaya alone
30,000 slokas. (3) Most flourishing in Uit,a and Sindhu (W. India). It is
in practice in Magadha. A few in S. India. Side by side with the others in
E. India. (Not in N. India. Not in Ceylon). A few in the islands of the
Southern Sea. Mostly followed in Champa (Cochin China). Not in China
proper."

•

Origin and Home of ·the Sects.

Dr. ,1\. Dutt, two decades after the compilation of his Early History of
Buddhism. has written a very learned and interesting article on the same
subject in the" B.c. Law Memorial Volume." Here I quote some interesting
portions from his article:

" During the first century of its existence, Buddhism did not spre.ad
beyond Vesali and Champa on the east, Kosambi and Avanti on the west,
Mathura and Sravasti on the north, the southern limit being the boundar-
ies of Anga and Magadha. The participants in the deliberations of the
Second Council also hailed from this area. The two parties formed in
this council lived together in Magadha but one preferred to proceed towards
west and the other to the east. The former adhered to the orthodox
views and became known as Theravadins or Sarvastivadins, and the
latter sided with the unorthodox and came to be called Mahasanghikas.
The division between the two groups grew wider and wider, ultimately,
one paved the way to Hinayana and the other to Mahayana."

"The Mahasanghikas continued to wield their influence at Vesall
and Pataliputra and sent out their monks to the north as well as to the
south. Fahien found the Vinaya of this school at Pataliputra while Yuan
Chwang states that the Hinayanic monks of Pataliputra began the
Mahasanghika school. l-tsing found the adherents of this school mostly
in Magadba, a few in Lata and Sindhu, and some in a few places in northern,
southern and eastern India side by side with other sects . .. The Stiipa
at Andarab (Afganistan) and the cave at Karle (Bombay Presidency)
are dedicated to the teachers of the Mahasanghika school."

" The offshoots of the Mahasanghikas, however, were mostly local
ones. The most prominent of them were the Saila schools, known as
Piirvasailas, Aparasailas, Uttarasailas and Caityakas. The Sailas or
hills and mountains from which a particular branch derived its name are
8. Published by "The Indian Research Institute;" Calcutta, 1945. Vol I, 700

pages. Vol. II, 473 pages, 1946. Dr. Dutt 's a rt icle , "The Buddhist Sects: a Survey H

is in Vol I, p. :282. ft.
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located around Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda in the Guntur district.
Along with the Saila-schools there were the Caityakas, who probably
derived the name from the Mahacaitya erected. there, and tire Lokottara-
vadins, who were so called for their deification of Buddha."

The Theravadins,

" There are ample evidences to show that the original Theravadins
preferred Avant! to Magadha. Mahinda, the propagator of this school
in Ceylon, also hailed from Vidisa. In Ceylon the teachings of this school
underwent certain changes, for which it was distinguished there as
Theravada-Vibhajjavada. The Ceylonese monks of Mahavihara pre-
ferred to call themselves Vibhajjavadins, and not simply Theravadins.
In Ceylon again the original school became further sub-divided into
three sects known as Jetavaniya, Abhayagirivasins, and Maha-
viharavasins, "

The Mahlsasakas ,

" Those of the Theravadins who wended their way southwards and
sought an asylum in ancient Mahisamandala hecame known as the
Mahieasakas. They settled in Vanavasi (North Kanara) and Mysore.
I t is an old school, claiming Puma of Dakkhinagiri as its patron saint.
This school had doctrines and disciplinary rules closely allied to those of
the Theravadins."

The Dharmaguptas.

"<Some of the Theravada monks must have proceeded north, adopting
Sanskrit as the medium of their Pitaka, Prof. Przyluski suggests that
this school very probably derived its name from its founder Dharma-
gupta who may be identified with Dhammarakkhita, the Yonaka mis-
sionary sent to the north-western countries by Moggaliputta Tissa ... "

The Sarvastivadins.

" Another branch of the Theravadins also moved northwards, making
their seats at Mathura, in Gandhara and Kashmir. This school . . .
adopted Sanskrit as the medium of their pitaka. It became very popular
all over northern India and carried the palm in the days of Kanishka,
It put into shade the oldest school of the Theravadins and was for some
time recognised as the best Indian exponent of original Buddhism ...
The fact that its. doctrines particularly were assailed by Nagarjuna,
Vasubandhu, Sailkara and other philosophical writers show the amount
of attention received by it from its opponents for several centuries."

The Sammitiyas.

" This school is better known as the Vatstputriyas. It issued out
of the Theravada, and so its earlier home was Avanti for which it had

7-+
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the other appellation, Avantika. It is mentioned in the Sarnath inscrip-
tion proving thereby its existence for sometime at that place ... it became
popular in Lata and Sindhu, with some followers in Magadha, and a few
in southern and eastern India."
The following statement is from (p. 297) " The Evolution of the Schools

of Buddhism" by the same author >_. .
c c The Sarnmitiyas were one of the four principal schools of Buddhism.

They became the most influential and wide-spread by the time of Yuan
Chwang. This was mainly due to the patronage that it could secure from
the emperor Harshavardhana whose sister .Rajyasrt was a bhikkhuni of
this school . .. Its pudgala-theory drew forth vehement criticisms from
the adherents of other schools, and was taken up by the Kathlivatthu as
the first question to be refuted by arguments favouring the Theravada
standpoint."

Different Tenets of the Various Schools.
1. The Therauddins :

.They hold that "all is impermanent, and all is without ego." That is to
say all phenomenon is nothing but the aggregate production of elements, and
these aggregates have been always formed by cause and conditions. All such
composite things are always subject to an invariable law of change and a law
of cause and effect. There is no eternal Universal Entity or a person who
may be regarded as the creator and controller of this world.
2. The Sarodstitvidine :

They accept the above- stated views of the Theravadins, but they were
of the opinion that" though composite things are impermanent, the elements
of substances composing them are permanent." Both the schools admitted
the continual flux of elements or the momentary existence of every composite
thing; but the Theravadins looked upon the elements of the past as disappear-
ing to give rise to the present, and the present as giving rise to the future;
the Sarvastivadins believed that the elements of the past underwent changes
to develop into the present and the present developed into the future, that is,
they admitted the reality of elements ·asexisting in all times. past, present and
future.
3. The Sammitiyas :

They admitted the impermanence of material composits but at the same
time held the view that there was an entity which should be distinguished
from the five aggregates, but which could not exist independently of them.
They also held that there is an intermediate state (=, antarabhuv(£) between
the death of a being and its re-birth.
4· The M alu7.sangh£kas :

This school was of opinion that there is no existence-of cosmic elements
in the past and future, but they exist in the present only. They believed in
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the plurality of Buddhas, and that the Buddha is superhuman and had no
worldly attributes; and the mortal being popularly known as Siikya Gautama
was required only for conforming to worldly ways for the benefit of this world.

They also held that the original nature of the human mind is pure; but,
-encumbered by suffering, which did not exist originally, it became impure.
5. 1he Lohottaraoidtns :

A branch of the Mahasanghikas, held that" the worldly existence sprang
from a reversed or wrong idea. This produces suffering, suffering produces,
conformation, and this again produces the effect. All productions from the
reversed idea are false. Therefore, they are all untruths; only the super-
world existence is real.

M ahiioastu, a Vinaya text of this school, states that: "the Buddha
feels neither hunger nor thirst; He lives in ignorance of carnal desires;
His wife remains a virgin. It is from consideration for humanity, in order to
-conforrn to the customs of the world, that he behaves as a man." (Set>p. 87,
o.a.s.i.

6. The Mahasanghikas and three sub-divisions of them, the Ekavya-
vaharikas, Lokottaravadins, and Kaukkutikas unanimously held the following
ideas :----

(I) The Buddhas are all super-human.
(2) All Buddhas have no worldly attributes or attachments.
(3) The words of the Buddhas are all about the" turning of the \Vheel

of Law."
(4) The Buddha preaches all doctrines with one utterance.
(5) In the teachings of the Buddha there is nothing that is not III

accordance with the truth.
(6) The physical body of the Buddha is limitless.
(7) The psychic powers and the lives of the Buddhas are limitless.
(8) The Buddha is never tired of enlightening living beings and awaken-

ing p!\fe faith in them. (See p, 86, O.M.B.).
According to Kath/iratthu, the fifth Abhidhamma text of the Theravadins,

'Some of the different views held by the different schools are:

I. The Mahasanghikas held that:
I. One can act by or with the mind of another.
2. Mincl and morals are distinct, and moral growth is mechanical.
3. Iddhi can confer longevity.
4. The self-restraint, as act, (not as volition), is morally effective.
5. Moral and immoral motives can be immediately consecutive.
6. The Buddhas can persistently pervade any part of the firmament and

by iddhi they can: suspend any natural law.
7. The decay and death of Arahants is not that of average humanity.

7b

II. The Sabbatthivadins held that:

1. Every thing exists, because it is, was, or will be matter and mind, and
these continually exist.

2. Penetration of truth is won bit by bit, the past gains persisting.
3. Conscious flux may amount to samiidhi,
4. An Arahant may fall away from the Arahantship.

III. The Sammitiyas held that:

I. There is no higher life (brahmacariyii) practised among Devas.
2. The convert gives up corruptions piecemeal.
3. The average man (= puthujjana) renounces passions and hate.

There is a persisting personal entity.
Physical sight and hearing may be celestial.
Six senses obtain in the Rupa-heavens, and the Rflpi brahmans have

4·
5·
6.

lust.
7. Karma and its accumulations are distinct things.
8. Material qualities are results of Karma.
9. Vital power is psychical only.

10. A previous karma may cause an Arahant to fall.
II. There is an intermitent state (=antariib7uwa).
12. Acts of intimation are morally effective.
13. Material qualities are morally effective.

IV. Andhaka is a name collectively given to the (I) Pubbaselivas,
(2) Aparaseliyas, (3) Rajagirikas and (4) Siddhat thikas in the Kathavatthu-
commentary, as they were mostly flourishing in the country of Andhaka, i.e.
Andhra in S. India. Mrs. RhY" Davids states (in her Prefatory Notes to the
Points of" Controversy, p. X (iii): "These Cliff schools are of the Andhakas,
and the Andhakas have been located about Kaficipura and Arnaravati on the
South-East Coast. Yuan-chwang travelled to that district, "An-te-Io,' far
south from Kosala, And I understand that the two opposite cliffs, with the
deep gully between and the terraced caves above, have been practically
identified. But no connection between Andhakas and Cetivavadins is made
out in the Commentary. On the other hand if we consult the Vasumitra and
Bhavya plans, we see in the one, Cetiyas, Uttaracetiyas and Aparacetiyas
(North and South Shrinemen) ranged as parallel offshoots of the Mahiisanghikas,
and Caityikas, Piirvasailas and Avarasailas ranged in similar relation in the
other."

"The presumption is, I think, fairly sound, first that there was
a historical connection between the Cetiyavadins and the two Andhaka
schools of the Commentary, secondly that, in the range of the Com-
mentator's knowledge, both Cetiyavadins and the Andhaka schools were

·merely names, remote, provincial, standing for certain doctrines."
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These Andhakas commonly held that:

r. A unit of consciousness lasted a day.
:2. Utterance of a Shibboleth can induce insight.
3. Spiritual liberty supervenes while one is lustful, and comes gradually

as its blessings become foreseen.
4. One may be conscious in the Unconscious sphere (asa1iiiiibhava), but

not conscious in the neither-conscious-nor-nonconsCious j haria (= nevasaiiiia-
nasaiiiiJiyatana) .

5. Space is visible, so are the elements of matter, senses and karma.
o. All knowledge is analytic.
7. Thought-reading is of bare COnSciOl\SneSSoniy.
8. Arahantship is the realizing of a tenfold release, but the Arahant dies

not wholly freed.
(I. Resultant states (vipiikrt) themselves entail results, but Aryan states

are negations only.
IO. The Arahant accnmulates merit, and dies with meritorious conscious-

ness.
I!. There is matter in the sphere called Immaterial (arupaloka).
12. There are no guards in Purgatory; and animals are reborn in heaven.
13. The Buddhas differ mutually in many ways, and all their powers are

Aryan; they can work wonders against nature.
14. Buddha's daily habits are superrnundane.

V. The Mahinsasakas held that:

I. Three factors of the Eightfold Path are material, and not mental
states; hence the Path is fivefold only.

2. Transition from one Jhana-Stage to another is immediate.
3. The links in the chain of Causal Genesis are unconditioned.
4. The five. spiritual faculties are not for those. in the worldly life.
5. The space is unconditioned.
VI. The Uttarjipathakas , mentioned in the comrnentary on Katha-

vatthu, are not yet defined by the scholars. In Bhavya's list appears
a sect named Utiariya or Sankriintiviidi1~. More probably this epithet was
used, like that of the Andhakas, as a group name, referring thereby to some
Schools that existed in the Northern India.

1.

object.
2.

These Uttarapathakas held that: .

Material qualities are moral conditions, and they have a mental

3·

Dream-consciousness is unmoral.
In heinous crimes want of intention does not exculpate.
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Any abettor is capable of entering on assurance of salvation.
There is but one Path, not four.
Everything of the Buddha was fragrant.

7. The Buddha feels no pity.
S. He entered the Path in a previous birth.
9. All is uncaused save Ill.

10. Only the giver can bless the gift, etc. etc.
VII. The Vetulyakas or Mahasufifiatavadins held that;

1. The Buddha never lived as Very Man on this earth.
z. Nor was he benefited by gifts; hence these bring no reward.
3. The Order is an abstract idea, hence it cannot accept gifts.
4. Sex-relations may be entered on by any human pair (even recluses)

with a united resolve.
Who were these last mentioned Veiulyakas or S'uiificltiiviidins? We in

Ceylon are accustomed to call all Mahayanists, and even the Hinayanist sects
other than that of the Theravadins, ' Vetullakas ' or 'Vaitulyas.' Certainly
this is a misnomer as no one can find out such a name in any of the lists given
above. Concerning these Sunyatavadins Dr. Kimura states (p. 75, O.M.B.) :
"According to Paramartha's commentary on Nikiiyiioalambana-stistra, Ekavya-
vaharika, the first branch school of the Mahasanghika-party, held that
, All existences of this world and the higher world are simply provisional names.
Therefore there is no real existence. .. Thus in this Ekavyavaharika school,
the idea of anatma-adharmavcida of Mahasanghikas as a whole; has found a full
expression. Again this idea has a similar bearing like the Sunyata-doctrine.
Paramartha ... characterizes doctrines of the Lokottaravada, the third branch
of the Mahasanghikas, as ,sunyiitmasunyadharma-viida. Consequently we are
justified to say that the Mahasanghika school as a whole. upholds a similar
doctrine like that of Sarvasunyata of Mahayana-sutras."

At present in Siatn, Burma, and Ceylon there exist only the Theravadins,
There is no trace of the Theravadins in China and Japan, but there still exist
remnants of some other schools. I am not in a position to state anything
relating to the existing Sects in China, but thanks to " The Buddhist Sects of
Japan," by E. Si Oberling.? I am 'able to give a short description of the Sects
existing now in Japan. As the Japanese received Buddhism directly from
China, the same Sects may be considered as existing in China too. There are
II main Sects in Japan, uiz, :
I. The Kusha Sect
2. The Jo-jitsu Sect
3. The Sanron Sect
4- The Rosso Sect
5. The Regon Sect

4·
:).
6.

6. .The Tendai Sect
7. The Shingon Sect
8. The Zen Sect
9. The J odo Sect

10. The Shinshu Sect.
II. The Nichiren Sect.

9· London, George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1930.
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1. The view-point of the Kusha Sect is " the inexistence of the ego, and
the reality of those elements the assemblage of which forms the world." This
is essentially the Sarvastivadin Theory. The canonical text of this sect is
the Abhidharmakosha, composed by Vasubandhu.

2. The principle of the Ju-Jit .••u Sect is : " the ego does not exist, neither
the elements which compose beings and the world." This is the nihility or the
8unyatii;.ada of the Mahasanghikas. Their canonical book is " The Book of
the Perfection of Truth." (= Praj1'iaparamitii .l).

3. The Sanron Sect holds that" nothing exists. :\11 is vacuity." This
is the sarvasunyuta-doctrine of Nagarjuna. Their canonical books are:
(I) The l'vliidhyamika-sastra, and (2)- 8atasastra by the great philosopher
Nagarjuna, and (3) the DViidasam:ktiya-.s,istra by the formers' pupil Aryadeva.

4. The Hosso Sect holds that" thought alone is real; the rest is but a
dream." Their chief canonical text is Vljiiaptimatrasiddhi-sastra. This
sect seems to follow the Doctrine of Yogacara, founded by the Elders Asanga
and Vasubandhu, Yogacara is not a Sect but a theory. Vasubandhu was at
first a Sarvastivadin, and composed A bhidharma-kosha while he was holding
their views. Later on he was converted into Yogacara by Asanga who was
his own elder brother, and wrote many treatises to- confirm that theory. The
Vijiiaptimalrasiddhi is a compilation of the famous Chinese traveller-monk,
Hillen Tsiang (= Yuan Chwang). (See p. 238, "History of Buddhist
Thought.")

5. The philosophy of the Kegon Sect is: "Everything, be it thought or
matter, is derived from one source, which is 'unconditioned state,' or absolute
nature. The Buddha and men are of one and the same nature. This common
essence is called bhutatathatd, is compared to the calm ocean, whereas the
world of sense may be compared to the passing waves of the rongh sea. Below
there is unity and identity. On the surface, the ephemeral phenomena of life."
This seems to be another phase of the Yogacara-theory.

6. "Universal salvation," is the view-point of the Tendai Sect. They
say that: " men, beasts, plants and things, one and all, being of a common
origin. can reach Buddhahood." This seems to he the Madhyamika theory
of Nagarjuna.lO Their canonical text is the Saddharrn(tp1t1!4arika-sutra.
This sect is one of the most influential and wide-spread sects in Japan. It
counts more than 6,000 temples, II,300 priests and 900,000 perpetual sub-
scribers, and possess three universities, numerous schools, and more than 150

social organisations in aid of the poor.

7. The Shingon Sect holds that" the essence of the universe is Maha-
vairocana-Buddha or the Great Illuminator. All the activities of the world-
the forms, sounds, colours, seasons=are but varied aspects of the essence of

10. See p. 215. " History of Buddhist Thought."
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the universe." This theory is akin to that of the Tendai Sect. Their
principal canonical texts are: iV! ahiivairocan(ibhisambodhi and Vajrasekhara
siitras.

8. The Zen Sect says that" The sacred writings are without importance;
therefore let us each discover in ourselves the Buddha which exists in us."
They have no canonical texts, and they all try to realize the Truth through
the successive stages of jhtina (= meditation). Dr. Thomas states (p. 253,
H.B.T.). "The mystical side of Yogacara was emphasized by the teaching
of the Zen school, which was brought to China from south India by Bodhi-
dharma in the sixth century. Suzuki has shown that the school held their
teaching to be contained in the La':lkiivatarasutra, but their tendency was to
reject any external doctrinal statement as authority."

9. The Jodo Sect holds that" Whoever will invoke Amitabha-Buddha
will, by pronouncing the name, enter at the end of his life the Pure Land of
Paradise (= SukMVltti). Their canonical text, is the S1tklu7vativyuha-sulra.
This is one of the wide-spread sects in .Japan. Its annual budget amounts
to more than one million yen. There was no sect parallel to this in India.

D. The Shi1'tshu Sect professes the same principle as the jodo Sect.
This is the most important sect in Japan. It has ten branches, of which the
Hompa Hongwanji alone possess 10,800 monasteries, and its revenues exceed
5.400,000 yen in an year.

II. The youngest sect in Japan is that of Nichiren, who was a great
saint as well as a great patriot. This sect claims the SaddharntapwfJq,arikc.ts-iltra
as its canonical text. They say that: "\Vc are now too corrupt to under-
stand alone the whole light of Buddha. An act of faith in the sacred text
which is suitable for the men of our time is necessary. This text is The Lotus
of the Gooel Law, the last and perfect word of Buddhism." So this sect, too,

. is founded 011 faith, not in the Buddha, like that of the Jodo Sect, but in his
Law (= dhamma).

:\. P. BVDDHADATTA.
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